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Types of peer review
Blind review: authors do not know who the reviewers of their manuscript are,
but the reviewers know the authors’ identity
Double-blind review: neither authors nor reviewers know each other’s identity
Open peer review: both authors and reviewers know each other’s identity
 CVIR uses double-blind review
Authors need to ensure that their manuscript’s main text does not identify
them.

Aims of the peer review process
• To ensure publication of the highest quality of articles, in order to improve
the knowledge and understanding of IR and IR procedures
• Have a fair and impartial assessment of the quality and content of
manuscripts
• Give authors suggestions of where to make improvements
• Ultimately, to provide an opportunity for knowledge sharing between
experts around the world

Being a reviewer – ethical considerations
(COPE – committee of publication ethics guidelines)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional responsibility: only accept a review when the manuscript is in
the field of your expertise
Competing interests:
authors from the same institution, personal
interest, financial interest etc.
Timeliness:
respond to the invitation promptly, do your best
to keep to the timeline
Confidentiality:
do not use the content of the manuscript for other purposes; do
not “transfer” the review
Language and style:
respect the individual style of writing, as long as language and
structure are appropriate
Never be offending:
provide an unbiased review

Review questions?
• After the first read through, go back over the manuscript in more detail.
The following questions about the article to develop useful and
constructive comments:
o What is the main question addressed by the research? Is it relevant and interesting?
o How original is the topic? What does it add to the subject area compared with other
published material?
o Is the paper well written? Is the text clear and easy to read?
o Are the conclusions consistent with the evidence and arguments presented? Do they
address the main question posed?
o If the paper includes tables or figures, what do they add to the paper? Do they aid
understanding or are they redundant?

CVIR Reviewer Template
Comments to the author: More detailed specific and constructive comments
on the study design and content for editor and feedback to authors
Comments to the editor: include comments on novelty and significance of the
article, as well as a recommendation on whether the manuscript is suitable for
publication
 Comments to the author should be consistent with comments to the editor

Reviewer Template

Different study types = different study designs

Experimental

Observational
Descriptive
• Case report
• Case series
• Survey

Analytical
Observational
• Cross sectional studies
(diagnostic tests, measurements)
• Prospective cohort studies
• Retrospective cohort studies
• Case control studies

Experimental
• Randomised controlled

clinical trials
• Uncontrolled, nonrandom

CVIR submissions

CVIR review process

Why do we need peer review?
• credibility
• trust
• quality control

≈ 42%

It is essential for medical journals!
≈ 71%
(total)

CVIR Submisions
• Over 1.000 submissions per year
• 13 editors work on assessing submissions and sending them to peer-review
• Editors reject articles for one or more reasons:
• Topic not within the journal scope (for example, too cardiology-focused)
• Topic not novel enough - our colleagues want articles that add to the current
knowledge
• No new information - other studies describing the same
findings/research/technique or including more patients
• Topic is good but the article is badly written
• Incorrect study design
• CVIR has a limited publishing space for case reports

CVIR article types
Manuscript Type
Clinical Investigation

Description
Article that details studies involving human subjects

Laboratory Investigation Article that details studies involving animal subjects or bench tests
Scientific Paper (Other)

Article that is not a clinical or laboratory investigation, but fits into the scientific paper category, such as metaanalyses

Technical Note

Article detailing novel techniques and their application in experimental or clinical settings

Review Article

Article examining the progress of treatments and techniques over a specified time, including systemic reviews

Case Report

Article detailing treatments of specific patients

Cutting Edge

Short article addressing current hot topics or latest developments in interventional radiology, or in fields which may
directly influence interventional radiology

Letter to the Editor

Unstructured communication in letter format

Editorial

Short opinionated paper on current trending topics, submitted upon invitation only

Commentary

Succinct commentary on a recently published article/scientific data/new trend(s), submitted upon invitation only

Different study types – different study designs
How to improve your study reports?
Use the international guidelines for writing medical reports:
Randomised trials

CONSORT

Observational studies

STROBE

Systematic reviews

PRISMA

Study protocols

SPIRIT

Case reports

CARE

Writing guidelines: STROBE
STROBE: Strengthening the Reporting of
Observational studies in Epidemiology
They offer detailed checklists for writing:
• combined studies
• cohort studies
• case-control studies
• cross-sectional studies
Example:

Good luck!

